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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the FOX-MIIRE 3D-Model Search
Engine. Our search engine is based on Adaptive Views Vlus-
tering (AVC) algorithm [4]. The AVC method uses statisti-
cal model distribution scores to select the optimal number
of views to characterise a 3D-model. The search engine also
uses a probabilistic Bayesian method to retrieve 3D-models
visualy similar to a query 3D-model, photos or sketches. We
present our results on the Princeton 3D Shape Benchmark
database (1814 3D-models). Our 3D-model search engine is
available on-line to assess and test our results. To our knowl-
edge the FOX-MIIRE search engine is the first search en-
gine that accepts 3D-models retrieval from photos [5]. The
FOX-MIIRE search engine adapts its own user interface de-
pending on the web access device (desktop computer, PDA,
SmartPhone).

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and Re-
trieval; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Con-
tent Analysis and Indexing—Indexing methods; H.3.3 [Infor-
mation Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and
Retrieval; H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Online Information Services—Web-based services
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of 3D modeling and digitalising tech-

nologies has made the 3D-model generation process much
easier. Moreover, thanks to the Internet, users can down-
load a large number of free 3D-models from all over the
world. This has increased the need for developing efficient
techniques for content-based 3D-model retrieval.

Recently, some experimental 3D-shape search engines have
been made, such as the 3D-model search engine at the Prince-
ton University [6], the 3D-model retrieval system at the Na-
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tional Taiwan University [3], the Ogden IV system at the
Mational Institute of Multimedia Education, Japan, and the
3D-model similarity search engine at the University of Kon-
stanze.

To search a database for 3D-models that are visually sim-
ilar to a view, a sketch or a photo of a 3D-model is a very
intuitive way. But, it is a challenging problem. The main
idea in 3D retrieval using 2D-views or photos is that two
3D-models are similar if they also look similar from differ-
ent angles. So, the proposed solutions are to match one or
more photos (or sketches or views) to the 3D-models they
are similar to.

However, to our knowledge no on-line 3D-model search
engine can retrieve 3D-models from one or more photos.
A complete survey on 3D shape retrieval can be found in
Tangelder and Veltkamp [9].

In this paper, we propose a method for 3D-model retrieval
from one or more photos (photographs, sketches, views)
based on 2D-views. The method aims at providing an op-
timal selection of 2D-views from a 3D-model, and a proba-
bilistic Bayesian method for 3D-model indexing from these
views. This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we
present the main principles of our method for characteris-
tic view selection. In section 3, our probabilistic 3D-model
retrieval from photos is presented. Then, the results ob-
tained on a database containing 1814 3D-models (Princeton
3D Shape Benchmark database) are discussed demonstrat-
ing the performance of our method. Finally, we present our
on-line 3D search engine and three usage scenarios.

2. SELECTION OF CHARACTERISTIC

VIEWS
Let Db = {M1, M2, . . . , MN} be a collection of N three-

dimensional models. We want to represent each 3D-model
Mi by a set of 2D-views that best represents it. To achieve
this goal, we first generate an initial set of views from the 3D-
model, then we reduce this set to only those that best char-
acterise this 3D-model. In this section, we present our algo-
rithm for characteristic view selection from a three-dimensional
model.

2.1 Generating the initial set of views
To generate the initial set of views for a model Mi of

the collection, we create 2D-views (projections) from multi-
ple viewpoints. These viewpoints are equally spaced on the
unit sphere. In our current implementation, we use 320 ini-
tial views. The views are silhouettes only, which enhances
the efficiency and the robustness of the image metric. To



represent each of these 2D-views, we use 49 coefficients of
Zernike moment descriptor [7]. Due to the use of Zernike
moments, the approach is robust against translation, rota-
tion, and scaling.

2.2 Characteristic view selection
As every 2D-view is represented by 49 Zernike moment

coefficients, choosing a set of characteristic views that best
characterise the 3D-models (320 views) is equivalent to choose
a subset of points that represents a set of 320 points in a
49-dimension space. Choosing X characteristic views which
best represent a set of N = 320 views is well known as a
clustering problem.

One of the widely used algorithm in clustering is K-means
algorithm. Its attractiveness lies in its simplicity and in
its local-minimum convergence properties. However, it has
one main shortcoming: the number of clusters K has to be
supplied by the user.

As we want from our method to adapt the number of
characteristic views to the geometrical complexity of the
3D-model, we use a method derived from K-Means called
X-Means [8]. Instead of using a fixed number of clusters, we
propose to use a range in which we will choose the “optimal”
number of clusters. In our case, the range will be [1, . . . , 40].
In our system, we selected 40 as the maximum number of
characteristic views. This number of views is a good com-
promise between speed, descriptor size and representation.

To select the best characteristic view set, we use the Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC), which scores how likely the rep-
resentation model (using one, two, or Xcharacteristic views)
fits the data. The best characteristic view set will be the
one that gets the highest BIC score. Details of the Adaptive
Views Clusterings method can be found in [4, 5].

3. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH FOR

3D INDEXING

The main idea of our probabilistic approach is that not
all views of a 3D-model have the same importance. There
are views which represent the 3D-model better than others.
On the other hand, simple objects (e.g. cube, sphere) can be
at the root of more complex objects, so they have a higher
probability to be relevant. In this section, we present a
probabilistic approach that takes into account that views
do not have the same importance, and that simple objects
have higher probability to appear than more complex one.

Each model of the collection Db is represented by a set
of characteristic views V = {V1, V2, . . . , VC}, with C the
number of characteristic views. To each characteristic view
corresponds a set of represented views called Vr.

As mentioned before, we want to find the 3D-models that
correspond to one or more request photos or views from a
3D-model. We assume that in a query Q = {I1, I2, . . . , IK}
all the K images represent the same object.

Considering a query Q, we wish to find the model Mi ∈ Db

which is the closest to the query Q. This model is the one
that has the highest probability P (Mi|Q). Knowing that
a query is composed of one or more images or a 3D-model
views, the probability P (Mi|Q) can be written as follows:

P (Mi|Q) =
∑K
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With P (Mi) the probability to observe the 3D-model Mi,
P (V j

Mi
|Mi) the probability to observe the characteristic view

j of the model Mi. The value P (hk
j |V

j
Mi

, Mi) is the proba-
bility that, knowing that we observe the characteristic view
j of the model Mi, this view corresponds to image k of the
request Q

To summarise, in this section we presented our Bayesian
retrieval framework which takes into account the number
of characteristic views of the 3D-model and the importance
(amount of information) of its views. More details about
the Bayesian approach can be found in [4].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental process and

the obtained results. The method we described in the pre-
vious sections have been implemented using C++. The sys-
tem consists of an off-line characteristic view extraction al-
gorithm and an on-line retrieval process.

In the off-line process, the characteristic view selection
takes about 18 seconds per model on a PC with a Pentium
IV 2.4 GHZ CPU. In the on-line process, the comparison
takes less than 1 second for the entire collection of 1814 3D-
models. Figure 1 shows the FOX-MIIRE 3D-model search
engine architecture.

Figure 1: FOX-MIIRE 3D-model search engine ar-
chitecture.

To evaluate our method, we used the Princeton Shape
Benchmark database [2], a standard shape benchmark widely
used by the shape retrieval community. The Princeton Shape
Benchmark database appeared in 2004 and is one of the most
exhaustive benchmarks for 3D-shape retrieval. It contains
1814 classified 3D-models collected from 293 different web
domains. There are many classifications given to the ob-
jects in the database. Most classes contain objects with
a particular function (e.g cars). Yet, there are also cases
where objects with the same function are partitioned in dif-
ferent classes based on their shapes (e.g, round tables versus
rectangular tables).

Based on some standard measures, we compared our method
to thirteen state-of-the-art methods on Princeton 3D Shape



Benchmark database. Our method gives the second-best re-
sults. Our AVC method gives a good quality/cost compro-
mise compared to other well-known methods. The results
of our method on a large 3D-CAD-model database (5000
models) supplied by the car manufacturer Renault, show
that our method can also be suitable for 3D-CAD-model
retrieval. Our method is robust against noise and model de-
generacy. It is usable in the case of topologically ill-defined
3D-model. A practical 3D-model retrieval system based on
our approach is available on the web for on-line tests [1].

The experiments on Princeton Shape Benchmark Database
– composed of 1814 3D-models – show the good retrieval re-
sults using one or more photos. The precision gain from
using more than one photo can be up to 78% [5].

5. USAGE SCENARIOS
To experiment our algorithms and to assess the results

presented in the previous sections, we developed an on-line
3D search engine. Our search engine can be reached from
any device having compatible web browser (desktop com-
puter, PDA, SmartPhone, etc.) [1]. The FOX-MIIRE 3D
Search Engine offers three usage scenarios:

1. Searching 3D-model database using a 3D-model
query. The FOX-MIIRE 3D-search engine offers to
browse the 3D-model database using the database clas-
sification. The user can retrieve the 3D-models that
match a selected 3D-model using a click on the corre-
spond search button (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Browsing the 3D-Models database using
the database classification.

2. Searching 3D-model database using a sketch
query. Using the drawing interface, the user can draw
one or more sketches representing the 3D-model and
using the search button the user can retrieve the 3D-
models corresponding to these sketches. Figure 3 shows
a sketch of a dog and the corresponding 3D-models re-
trieved from the 3D-model database. Figure 4 shows
the results of the 3D-models retrieved using the fifth
3D-model retrieved (in Figure 3) as a query.

3. Searching 3D-model database using a photo query.
To our knowledge, the FOX-MIIRE search engine is
the world first search engine to offer 3D retrieval from
one or more photos. The user can retrieve the 3D-
models that match a photo loaded from his/her per-
sonal computer or from the photo query historic avail-
able in the web interface. Figure 5 shows a photo of a
bike and the corresponding 3D-models retrieved from
the 3D-model Database. Figure 6 shows the results
of using two photos. Using more photos give a more

Figure 3: 3D retrieval results using a sketch.

Figure 4: Browsing the 3D-model database using a
3D-model as a query.

accurate result as detailled in [5]. The gain from us-
ing multiple images in a query faces the problem of
“how to get these query images?” Using web images
search-engines, camera or hand-drawing can solve the
problem, but it is still time and effort consuming to
get or draw five or more images. We believe that us-
ing two or three photos as a maximum makes a good
compromise between time-effort and accuracy [5].

Figure 5: 3D retrieval results using one photo.

Our work can be applied to CAD-model retrieval from
photos and can be adapted to e-shopping, where instead of
browsing big catalogues of products, the user presents one
or more photos of a similar object and the search engine will
return the most relevant results.

Depending on the web access device he/she is using, the
user faces two different kinds of web interfaces: a rich web
interface for full-featured web-browsers, and a simpler inter-
face for mobile device (PDA, SmartPhone) web-browsers.
In both cases, the results returned by the 3D search engine



Figure 6: 3D retrieval results using two photos.

are the same. The only difference lies in the design of the
result presentation.

Figure 7(a) shows the user interface where the he/she can
upload photos to start the 3D-model retrieval. Figure 7(b)
shows the results of the query in figure 7(a). Figure 8(a)
shows some details of a 3D-model selected by the user. As
most of the PDA/SmartPhone cannot display 3D-models,
Figure 8(b) shows the interface we developped to “turn”
around the 3D-model using pre-calculated images.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a 3D-model search engine from

3D-models, sketches and photos as queries. The search en-
gine is based on a characteristic view selection algorithm
– called Adaptative Views Clustering – that relates the num-
ber of views to the geometrical complexity of the 3D-models.
The number of characteristic views varies from 1 to 40 per
model. We also use a new probabilistic retrieval approach
that corresponds one or more photos, representing the same
object, to a 3D-model characteristic views. The experiments
of our method on the Princeton Shape Benchmark Database
(1814 3D-models) show the good retrieval results using one
or more photos. The FOX-MIIRE 3D-model retrieval search
engine is available on the Web for on-line tests [1]. To our
knowledge, it is the first 3D-model retrieval system from
photos. It is also the first 3D-model retrieval search engine
for mobile devices such as PDA or SmartPhones.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) The interface to upload and search
for 3D-models from a mobile device. (b) 3D-models
retrieved from the bike photo.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Details of the selected 3D-model. (b)
The “Turn Around” intereface for mobile device.


